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Cat Fish
15” X 14” X 9”

Graceful birds and fish are captured in 
life-like three-dimensional action with 
detailed hand cut feathers and molded 
scales in a unique coloring technique 
that Nancy Lynn Maynard has used 
and developed to create her beloved 
nature in realism.  Nancy brings over 
30 years experience to her artwork and 
is an accomplished fine metal sculptor.  
Her first choice is creating birds.  The 
medium lends itself so beautifully to the 
feathers.  Each feather is assembled 
to make a complete wing, back or tail 
and each feather is shaped differently  
to the type of bird she has chosen.

Toucan
16” X 18” X 10”

Silent Hunter
28” X 21” X 12”

Designed by:
Joan A. Craig

Art of Joan
512.635.4993

artofjoan@suddenlink.net
www.coroflot.com/joanacraig

The Hunt Begins
23” X 20” X 13”



Nancy’s commercial commissioned sculptures 
include this awe-inspiring giant undersea mural 
spanning more than 54 feet in length and 
reaching 14 feet in height with life-size three 
dimensional sea turtles and fish swimming in 
the familiar, yet very surreal undersea world.

Nancy Lynn Maynard 
began her career in 
art in Indianapolis, 
Indiana where she 
attended the John 
Herron Art Institute.  
In 1957 she  received 
her degree in Fine 
Arts at the University 
of Colorado.  Nancy 
went on to study  with 
Fr i tz Schlemmer, 
noted portrait artist 
from Indiana, and 
Jann Herring, artist 

and instructor at the Frederic Taubes School in Texas.  
Nancy’s collectors of her metal sculptures have grown 
and include notable collector, Mr. August Bush, III.  Her 
work is sold through commissions, interior designers, 
galleries, and the internet.  She has worked with 
numerous interior designers including Sandy Hall of     
St. Petersburg, Florida; the Colonnade, Clearwater, 
Florida;  Town House Furniture, Knoxville, Tennessee; 
and Mary Klinger, ASID interior designer, El Paso, 
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She has won Honorable Mention Awards for her 
Pelican at Ellen Noel Art Museum and  the  metal 
sculpture of 
the National 
W e l d i n g    
Emblem in 
the  Meta l 
Arts show in 
Odessa, TX.  
Nancy has  
also created 
a  life-sized 
vulture and 
a falcon with 
a grand 44” 
wingspan. 
Nancy’s work 
has also appeared in the “House Beautiful” magazine 
in the Simpatico show home.  All of her metal artworks 
are one-of-a-kind, original handcrafted sculputres.  

Moss Agate Tree
14” X 13” X 9.5”

Peregrine Falcon
20” X 15” X 12”

To Flight
23” X 21” X 13.5”

Light Fixture
8’ diameter

Coastal Flow
12” X 13” X 9”

Cedar Park, TX
512.368.3314

 nancy.maynard@att.net


